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Importance of Basic Education for Dental Implant Treatment 

Shinichi Abe 
Department of Anatomy, Tokyo Dental College

With the progression of societal aging, difficult cases, such as patients with complications and marked 

resorption of alveolar bone, have been steadily increasing. Minor oral surgery for these difficult cases has to 
be very carefully performed with reliable anatomical knowledge. Clinical techniques for dental implants 
have recently markedly progressed. To successfully apply these new techniques, accurate anatomical 
knowledge is required more than ever.  

In this lecture, I will explain changes in the positional relationship among soft tissues, such as tissue 
around the jaw bone and nerves, blood vessels, muscles, and salivary gland tissue in the jaw bone, and their 
positions in the oral cavity with age-related morphological changes of the jaw bone in the elderly. Since the 
anatomical positions of these soft tissues explained in texts are mostly those in the dentulous jaw, differences 
in these in the elderly may result in misjudgment and cause procedural accidents. One example of a 
landmark is the lingual nerve distributed on the mylohyoid line on the lower lingual side. How many 

dentists can trace the lingual nerve with their finger by looking into the patient’s oral cavity as if they can 

see through the mucosa on the lower lingual side? If all dentists were familiar with its distribution, no 
patient would suffer from sensory and taste nerve paralysis of the tongue and disturbance of salivary
secretion caused by procedural accidents（on impacted tooth extraction） , but it is not so in reality. 

After explanation of the importance of basic education for dental implant treatment, I will introduce
２ speakers who will give lectures on education for dental implant treatment in the US and Taiwan, 
respectively.
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